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ABSTRACT

We construct explicit solutions of a conditionally quantum conformal invariant q-
d'Alembert equation proposed earlier by one of us. We give two types of solutions -
polynomial solutions and a q-deformation of the plane wave. The latter is a formal power
series in the noncommutative coordinates of q-Minkowski space-time and four-momenta.
This q-plane wave has analogous properties to the classical one, in particular, it has the
properties of q-Lorentz covariance, and it satisfies the q-d'Alembert equation on the q-
Lorentz covariant momentum cone. On the other hand, our q-plane wave is not an exponent
or q-exponent. Thus, it differs conceptually from the classical plane wave and may serve
as a regularization.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the d'Alembert equation

D <p(x) = o , D = d»d^ = (dQ)2 - (d)2, (1)

is conformally invariant, cf., e.g., [1]. Here tp is a scalar field of fixed conforrnal weight,
x = (xo>xi,X2,X3) denotes the Minkowski space-time coordinates. Not so well known is
the fact that (1) may be interpreted as a conditionally conformally invariant equation and
thus may be rederived from a subsingular vector of a Verma module of the algebra sZ(4),
the complexification of the conformal algebra su(2,2) [2].

The same idea was used in [2] to derive a q-d'Alembert equation, namely, as arising
from a subsingular vector of a Verma module of the quantum algebra t/,(s£(4)). The
resulting equation was a q-difference equation and the solution spaces are built on the
noncommutative q-Minkowski space-time of [3] based on quantum conformal symmetry.

In [2] the solution spaces were given only via their transformation properties under
Uq(sl(A)) and quantum conformal symmetry. However, no explicit solutions, which axe
important for the applications, were given. This is what we do in the present paper,
namely, we construct explicit solutions of the q-d'Alembert equation, in particular, a q-
deformation of the plane wave.

2. Solutions of d'Alembert equation

In this section we write down the solutions of (1) which we shall deform below. First we
introduce new Minkowski variables:

X± = XQ ± X3 , V = Xl — 1X2 , V = Xi+iX2, (2)

which, (unlike the x^), have definite group-theoretical interpretation as part of a coset
of the conformal group SU(2,2) (or of SX(4) with the appropriate conjugation) [3]. The
d'Alembert equation in terms of these variables is:

D <fi = (8- d+ - dv a«) tp = 0 ,

while the Minkowski length C is:

C = X-X+ —VV = XQ — X2 .

(3)

(4)

In view of the generalizations to the q-deformed case we first recall the polynomial
solutions of (3). There are two series of such solutions. One series is parametrized by four



constants o, b, c, d € 2S+ and (up to a nonzero multiplicative constant) the solutions are
given by:

where (a)n = F(a + n)/r(a) is the Pochhammer symbol (in terms of the standard
gamma function T).) lied = 0 then (5) is given in terms of the standard hypergeometric
function, e.g., for d = 0 :

<P*,b,c = xa_ xb
+ vc

 2F1(-a,-b,c+l;-^-) , (6a)

(66)

The other general solution is obtained from (5) by interchanging (x+,x~) (v, v).

These sl(i) symmetric solutions are well known [4]. (Note that (5) may be extended
to arbitrary complex a, 6, c, d, except that c,d£ —Ff.) Not so well known is that one can
construct the standard plane wave from such solutions. We consider exp (k-x), where

(k-x) = k^Xp = l(k-.x+ +k+x- - kvv - kav), (7)

and (kv, k-, k+, fc0) are related to the components k^ of the four-momentum as the variables
(v,x-,x+,v) are related to x^. Clearly, exp (k • x) satisfies (3) iff the four-momentum is
on the light-cone:

Lk = fc_fc+ - fcvfc« = 0 , (8)

since one has:
n Ik-rV — - <sfs — iWfc k, — k kA (k-T-V~2 (<i)

The seemingly unknown fact which we would like record is that exp (k • x) may be
obtained as a formal linear combination of all solutions (6a).1 Explicitly, we have:

1
exp (k-x) =

ezs+
(k-xY =

t-l)c 2-("
a ! M c,

(10a)

(106)

To obtain (106) we substitute in (10a) the general binomial expansion rewritten as follows:

(*•«)• = S ^ r ( a - n + l ) r ( 6 - n + l) T(s-a-b + n + l)

- )" - ' 1 {k-x+)b (lla)

(-1) s—a—b

2s ts
a,b eZZ+

K$-a-b (116)

1 This fact was obtained jointly with P.A. Terziev.
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where summation is truncated as necessary by the property: 1/F(—m) = 0 if m G 2Z+ ,
the property: ( - a ) n = ( - l ) n (a - n + l ) n is used, and passing from (lla) to (116) is
used (8).

The formulae (11) are important since they are generalizable to the q-deformed setting
as we show below.

3. Solutions of q-d'Alembert equation

3.1. Polynomial solutions. Here we construct the solutions of the q-d'Alembert
equation of [2] formulated on the noncommutative q-Minkowski space-time of [3] based on
quantum conformal symmetry. The latter is given by the following commutation relations:

x±v = q±lvx± , x±v = q±xvx± ,

X+X- — X-X+ = XVV , VV = VV .
(12)

where the deformation parameter q is a phase: |g| = 1, and A = q — a"1. The g-Minkowski
length is:

Cq = x-x+ - q~lvv . (13)

It commutes with the q-Minkowski coordinates and has the correct classical limit £ , = i =
£, cf. (4). Relations (12) are preserved by the anti-linear anti-involution u acting as :

u(x±) = x± , ui(v) = v , (14)

from which follows also that u)(Cq) = Lq .

The solution space consists of formal power series in the q-Minkowski coordinates:

Hjnlm Vjntm , (15a)

ipjntm = vj xl xe
+ vm . (156)

The solution space (15) is a representation space of the quantum algebra t/,(si(4)).
The latter is defined, (cf. [5]), as the associative algebra over W with unit element lu,
generators fc*, Xf, i = 1,2,3, and nontrivial relations:

*= E

= lu , = q±c''Xfki ,

= 0 ,

(16a)

(166)

(16c)



Further we suppose that q is not a nontrivial root of unity. The action of Uq{sl(4))

on <p is given explicitly by (cf. [6]) :

*(fe)fc»«m = qU-n+e-m)/2 Vinlm , (17a)

= n-l+U-n-t+m)/2

(17c)

(18a)

(186)

(18c)

[j],
(19a)

(196)

(19c)

(Note that the representation formulae in [6] are for general holomorphic representations
of Uq(sl(4)) characterized by three integers (ri,r2, ri), (which here are (0, —1,0)), and the
functions depend, in general, on two additional variables z,z.)

Next we recall the q-d'Alembert equation from [2]:

(206)

(21)

First we write down the analogue of (5), (with a, b,c,de

(~a)n (~°
" X X V

where (a)* = Tq(a + n)/rq(a) is the q-Pochhammer symbol (in terms of the q-gamma
function F9), and then the analogue of (6) :

?n<c+n) (22)

n_o
where [n],! = r , ( n + l ) = [n] , [n-l j , - --[ l ] , , [0],! = 1, and the property l / r , ( - m ) =
0 if m e ^ + is used.

Remark: Equation (20) may be rewritten in a form closer to the q = 1 in (3) by introducing
q-difference operators. For this we first define the operators:

t V = «= ±,v,v ,

K = ±,V,V ,

(23o)

(236)

and M* , M^ , M* , M* , resp., acts on tpjnem by changing by ±1 the value of
j , n,t,m, resp., while T+ , T* , T* , T* , resp., acts on ^ n < m by multiplication by
^ i ^ " ) ^ ' ! ? 1 " ! resp- Using the above we define the q-difference operators as follows:

VK(p = jM-1 (T.-T-1) (p.

Using (23) and (24) then (20) may be rewritten as:

(q V- t>+ Tv Tc - 2>u C s ) Tu T_ T+ Ts # = 0 .

(24)

(25)

Note that the operators in (23), (24), (25) for different variables commute, i.e., using these
one is technically passing to commuting variables. Though keeping the normal ordering, it
is straightforward to interchange commuting and noncommuting variables, for conceptual
simplicity we shall use equation (20). C>

3.2. q-plane wave. We want to q-deform the plane wave. Clearly, the most general
q-deformation is:

(exp(fc-z)) = V , 7T7 fs(v>x-'x+>v) ' (26)

a=o Wr
where f3 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s in both sets of variables (kv, fc_, k+, kn)
and (v,x..,x+,v), such that (/,)|4=i = {k -x)3. Thus, we set /o = 1. One may expect
that fa for s > 1 would be equal or at least proportional to (/i)*, but the outcome would
be that this is not the case. In order to proceed systematically we have to impose the
conditions of q-Lorentz covariance and the q-d'Alembert equation.

The complexification of the q-Lorentz subalgebra of the q-conformal algebra is gener-
ated by kf, Xf, j = 1,3. Using (18a, c), (19a,c) it is easy to check that:

*{Xf)C, = 0 , = * *(Xf){C,Y = 0 , j = 1,3. (27)



Since (k • x)s is a scalar as (£q)
s, then also the q-deformations fa should be scalars, and

thus also should obey (27). In order to implement this we suppose that the momentum
components are also non-commutative obeying the same rules (12) as the q-Minkowski
coordinates, and that they commute with the coordinates. Also the ordering of the mo-
mentum basis will be the same for the coordinates. Taking all this into account we can
see that a natural expression for fs is:

/• = £
a,6,n

(-D 8—a—b

(28)

k3
v-

a-b+n kb_~n k%~ 6-71 r-.s-a-b+n

where we have introduced some factors that are obvious from the correspondence with
(lla) for q = 1. (The expression in (28) does not involve terms that would vanish for
9 = 1. Actually, we shall see that such expressions would lead to noncovariant momenta
light-cone.) In order to implement q-Lorentz covariance we impose the conditions:

v(Xf)U = 0, = 1,3. (29)

For this calculation we suppose that the q-Lorentz action on the noncommutative momenta
is given by (17a, c), (18a, c), (19a, c). We also have to use the twisted derivation rule [6] :

kb_-n k%~n fc" , vn xaSn xb~n va-a~b

The four conditions (29) bring eight relations between the coefficients /3, however only
three are independent, namely, the relations:

as _ -s-2n+a+26 as
°o,6,n — 1 Pa,b-l,n i
as _ _s-2n-2a+6 as
°o,6,n — 9 Pa-l,6,n >
flS . _ ns+in-2a-2b-2 as .as

lJa,b,n-\ ?

solving which we find the following solution:

ft" — -n(3-2a-26+2n) + a(s-a-l) + 6(-s+a+6+l) as

i.e., for each s > 1 only one constant remains to be fixed.

Next we impose the q-d'Alembert equation:

(31a)

(316)

(31c)

(32)

• , /. = 0 , (33)

which holds trivially for s = 0,1. For 5 > 2 we substitute (28) to obtain:

' h
X Kv

6—n r,a—nk

r ' ( s - a -

€ D q <pn,a-n,b-n,8~a-b+n = (34a)

x JkJ-°-6+n kb_~n kl~n fcj x

X (g2s+1+2"-"-( ' [a-n]q [b-n]q ^n ,o-n-l,6-n-l,8-a-6+n -

- gs [n], [ 5 - a - 6 + n], ̂ n_i i a_n,6_n,s-a-6+n-iJ = (346)

(_iy—a-b g2s+l+2n—a-b

~ ") r ^ & - ") T,(S - a - 6 + n + 1) [n],!

.s-a-6+n ub-n Ua-n kn ino •JPn.a— n—1,6—n—l,a—a—o+n

fl* x( a ~ n ) r ' ( 6 ~ n ) r ' ( s - <» - 6 + n + 1) [n],!

kl"1'1 fc?+1 ^n,a-n-l,6-n-1.3-a-l,+n = (34c)

.s-a-b -2»+2n-o-6(_1).—* g'
*•" r,(o - n) T,(6 - n)

(34d)

= (fc_

i>-1-" r,(a - n) T,(6 - n) T,(s - a - 6 + n + l) [n],!

-l fco-n-i fcn (p n i O _ B _ l i 6 _ n _ l i t _ a _ 6 + n = (34e)

(34/)

where to pass from (34c) to (34d) we have used the commutation rules of the momenta
and (31c). If (33) holds then for every s > 2 we obtain (as for q=l) the condition that the
momentum operators are on the q-light cone (cf. (8), (13)):

Ck
q = k-k+ - q-1 kvks = 0 , (35)



which is q-Lorentz covariant. By (34/) we have also the analogue of the classical property
(9).

We have also the analogue of (116) :

/ . = /3os,o,o £ (-13o,o,o £
a,6

*-> TJa-i

j-n(s-2a-26+2n)

^ Tq(a - n + 1) T,(6 - n + 1) Tq(s - a - 6 + n + l) [n]q\

x fc*-°-6+n kbjn k%~n A£ vn xa_~n xh+n vs-a-b+n = (36a)
s-a-b -a(s-a-l) + b(-s+a+6+l) x

o,O,O

a,b

on(s-a-b+n)

[n]9!

a,6 i

(366)

(36c)

where in passing from (36a) to (366) we have used the commutation relations of the mo-
menta and (35).

Now it remains only to fix the coefficient /?o,o,o- We note that for q=l it holds:

(fc-s)| fc^« = (x-x) = C, (37)

and thus we shall impose the conditions:

( / . ) | * -x = (£ , ) ' • (38)

Next we note that:

£ (^ ^ V (39)-'-V vn x°Tn xs+n vn .

A tedious calculation shows that:

(/»J|ib - X = Po,O,O KLq) 2-J

and comparing (40) with (38) we finally obtain:

(40)

(41)

Note that (/3o,o,o) l?=i = 2*/s!, as expected.

It remains to explain why we have not used (fi)B for s > 1 instead of /„ . First, let
us stress that this would have been a different solution since fs for s > 1 is not equal, and
not even proportional to (/i)s. This is seen already by comparing the cases s — 1,2:

h = Po,o,o (qk-x+ + q~lk+x- - kvv - (42)

h = $,0,0 lx% + q-2klxi + k2
vv

2 + k2,v2 +

+ q[2]qk-k+x-x+ - [2],,kvk+x-v - g-2[2],fc+fcsra_ - (43)

- [2]qkvk-x+v - q2[2]qk-kiivx+ + q[2]qkvkyvv) .

Clearly, (fi)2 contains terms proportional to A that are not present in f2. On the other
hand, (/i)s satisfies q-Lorentz covariance (29) if f\ does. The problem with (fi)' is that
imposing on it the q-d'Alembert equation will bring a s-dependent relation between the
momenta, which is not q-Lorentz covariant. For instance, for s = 2 imposing:

D , ( / i ) 2 = 0 , (44)

results in the following condition on the momenta:

[2}qk-k+ = (3 - g2) ft« fcc , (45)

instead of (35).

4. Outlook

We have constructed two types of solutions of the q-d'Alembert equation proposed earlier
- polynomial solutions and a q-deformation of the plane wave. The latter is a formal power
series in the noncommutative coordinates of q-Minkowski space-time and four-momenta.
This q-plane wave has analogous properties to the classical one. In particular, it has
the properties of q-Lorentz covariance, and it satisfies the q-d'Alembert equation on the
q-Lorentz covariant momentum cone.

On the other hand, our q-plane wave is not an exponent or q-exponent, cf. [7j. Thus,
it differs conceptually from the classical plane wave and may serve as a regularization of
the latter. In the same sense it differs from the q-plane wave in the paper [8], which is not
surprising, since there is used different q-Minkowski space-time (from [9], [10], [11]) and
different q-d'Alembert equation both based only on a (different) q-Lorentz algebra, and
not on q-conformal (or Uq(sl(4))) symmetry as in our case. In fact, it is not clear whether
the q-Lorentz algebra of [9], [10], [11] used in [8] is extendable to a q-conformal algebra.
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